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Rat Hop On October 1 And 2 To Open Dance Series
Baptist Dedication
Planned For Sunday
New Addition To Church To
Be Dedicated At Morning
Services This Weekend
M'CAUL TO SPEAK
The dedication of a $42,000
addition to the Clemson College
Baptist Church building will be
the feature event at the Fortieth
Anniversary of the founding of
the church. The dedication service will take place at the Clemson College Baptist Church this
Sunday, September 19, at 11:30 a.
m. The honor speaker at the
service will be Dr. T. V. McCaul,
present pastor of the First Baptist Church of Gainesville, Fla.,
and first pastor of the Clemson
church. Assisting Harold Cole,
present pastor, in the service will
be the Rev. John K. Goode, a former pastor, and James L. Spangenberg, minister of students.
The new wing of the building
is being finished this week and
will be ready for full use this
week. Most of the rest of the
building ■ has been painted and
several areas have undergone extensive alterations for new usage.
The first unit of the church, the
sanctuary, was constructed in
1912-13 with funds raised by Dr.
McCaul among the Baptists of
South Carolina. The stained
glass windows of the church are
dedicated to many outstanding
South Carolinians, many of them
trustees of Clemson College at
one time or another. The main
unit of the educational wing was
constructed in 1937 with funds
given by the Baptist State Mission Board. The new wing was
constructed with funds given by
the local congregation and the
State Mission Board. The final
unit of work on the building will
be initiatied in the near future.
This is to include renovation of
the sanctuary and the construction of a social hall and kitchen.
The church was organized in
1908 in what is now the business
manager's office of the College.
Charter members were: C. M.
Furman, T. G. Poats, F. T. Dargan, Mrs. F. T. Dargan. S. D.
Earle, Dr. A. M. Redfearn, Dr.
P. H. Mell, Ben F. Robertson, and
F. H. Clinkscales. Services were
held in the college chapel, alternating with the other young
churches on the campus. The
present sanctuary was dedicated
in 1913.
The first pastor was Dr. T. V.
McCaul.
Succeeding him have
been: Pierce S. Ellis, Rev. Gibson, Wade Bryant, Ernest Rold,
John K. Goode, J. Boyce Brooks,
and Harold Cole. Mr. Cole came
to the campus as student worker,
with Harold Townsend succeeding him. James L. Spangleberg
came as minister of students in
August 1946. This service will
mark the close of the fourth year
Mr. Cole has been with the
church.
The whole church will be open
all day Sunday for friends and
members to examine the whole
building. Students and community people are urged to attend
the morning service as well as to
visit later in the day.

All Campus (Ms
The Alpha Phi Omega handbook, listing all Clemson College
campus organizations and their
Qualifications for membership,
was compiled last summer by a
committee of members of the
fraternity, according to a report
by President Bill Darby. Editor
Francis B. Hutto and Associate
Editor George C. Fant, Jr., headed the committee.
The staff compiled all information last spring, and it was
edited during the summer. The
book is expected to arrive on the
campus ready for distribution on
September 18.
Other staff members were Cartoonist Robert R. Workman and
Assistant Editors N. C. Brackett,
P. J. Leach, S. B. Ray, R. T. Matterson, T. E. Boliver, W. F. Darby.
Alpha Phi Omega, which is a
national scouting, leadership, and
service fraternity, also remained
active during the summer by
publishing for distribution to
barracks rooms a desk blotter incorporating the schedule of college events for 1948-1949. The
blotter has already been delivered to most students.
Another 'project of the organization was early arrival on campus to assist in freshman orientation.

Reserve Age Limit
To Be Eliminated
ORLANDO, Fla. — Elimination
of age restrictions for United
States Air Force Reserve flyers
was put into effect at the recommendation of the Air Defense
Command, it was announced recently at 14th Air Force Headquarters.
The majority of Air Force flyers, who, after seven years of
duty, would have been grounded
under the former regulation, are
now placed on the same status
as flying officers of the Air National Guard, with eligibility determined by physical fitness and
age-in-grade.
Previously, regulations would
have limited flying duty in the
Air Force Reserve to rated officers under 31 years of age or those
holding their rating less than
seven years, excepting a limited
number selected for command or
staff assignments.
A study of Air Force Reserve
officers residing in the states of
Maine and Massachusetts revealed that approximately 90 per cent
of the USAF Reserve pilots would
have become disqualified for flying by the end of 1952 under this
restriction. Such a loss would be
impossible to replace under the
present pilot training program.
The change also eliminates the
discrimination against one of
civilian components of the Air
Force in favor of the other.

Tiger Delivery To Begin
In order better to serve the people who live in prefabs
and those of the community, with this issue THE TIGER inaugurates a new method of circulation. Every issue of the
paper this year will be delivered to the prefabs on Thursday, the night we come off the press.
With this new service will come better advertising for
merchants in Clemson. Because of this it is hoped that it
will be possible for THE TIGER to run a special advertising
feature thai will include all weekend specials and other
things that will be of interest to consumers.
If the plan to deliver THE TIGER to all prefabs proves
effective, we will then try to deliver by carrier to all our
subscribers in the town area. We have long realised that
THE TIGER is the only paper in this community "and have
tried to print as much local news as possible. For any
news that you feel should appear in THE TIGER, call 5181
on Monday or Tuesday night.
Veterans in prefabs will not be charged for the new deliver}' service. However, any faculty members that wish
the paper delivered to them are asked to fill out the subscription blank in this issue and mail with two dollars to
Box 269. For any faculty members that do not live in prefabs THE TIGER will be mailed as was done last year.

Junior Class To
Meet Tues. Nite

Jungaleers Furnish
Music At Hop That
Honors Freshman

Draft Preliminary Plans For
Junior-Senior Outing That
Will Be Held Later

Dance On Saturday Night To
Begin After Clemson-N. C.
State Football Game Here

ATTENDANCE URGED

T. V. McCATJL

McCaul Will Lead
Baptist Dedication
Services Sunday
Dr. Thomas V. McCaul, first
pastor of the Clemson College
Baptist Church, will be the guest
speaker at the morning worship
at the Baptist Church this Sunday, September 19, when a new
wing of the church building will
be dedicated. Mr. McCaul is now
closing his twenty-fifth year as
pastor of the First Baptist
Church in Gainesville, Florida.
This is the Baptist Church ministering to the campus of the
University of Florida.
A graduate of Richmond College, Richmond, Virginia, and the
Southern
Baptist
Theological
Seminary, McCaul's ministry has
'ueen almost wholly with t h e
Clemson church and the Gainesville church. A period of service
with the YMCA overseas during
World War I and one short pastorate in the lower part of the
state account for several years.
He met Mrs. McCaul while teaching in a woman's college in Virginia.
The great achievement of his
ministry in Clemson was the construction of the sanctuary still in
use. McCaul personally stumped
the state for the necessary funds.
For a number of years Dr. McCaul has been a trustee of the
Southern
Baptist
Theological
Seminary. He has also served
as vice president of the Southern
Baptist Convention, president of
the Florida Baptist Convention,
member of the Executive Committee of the Florida Baptist Convention and trustee of Stetson
University.
While in Clemson, Dr. McCaul
will stay with Dean and Mrs. S.
B. Earle.

Taps Beauty
Contest Will
Start Shortly
By DAVE SPINER
Everybody has a woman. Get
yours in the 1949 TAPS—if she's
stunning! Just round up your
local harem and select the most
vibrant Venus by sight, smell, or
tduch.
All's fair in the Ta>ps Eeauty
Contest—except negligee or bathing-suit ajrt.
Bust shots preferred; that is, no full-length
poses. Get that 5"x7" black and
white. No color shots, please.
Photos must be submitted for
exhibition in the Juiceshop by
Oct. 15. The contest opens on
Monday the 18th. Approximately
twenty pictures will be chosen
and forwarded to judges who will
boil them down to ten.
Remember! Beg, borrow or
bum your favorite frame's photo
for entry by Oct. 15th. Cherchez
la femme!!!

Glee Club Starts
Practice Tuesday
Tuesday evening, September
14th, the Clemson College Glee
Club held its first meeting of the
year. The general purposes of
the meeting were to issue music
to the former members, and to
audition prospective new members.
Officers for the year are Eddie
Siegler, president; Perry Trakas.
vice president; Jim Attaway,
Sec. and business manager, and
Jack Padgett, publicity manager.

The Junior Class, or the Class
of '50, will hold its first meeting
of the year Tuesday night at
6:45 in the College Chapel, for
the purpose of drafting preliminary plans for this year's JuniorSenior dance and banquet, and to
discharge some obligations carried forward by the class from
last year.
Top billing on the agenda of
the meeting is given to discussion
of plans which would enable the
class to finance the Junior-Senior
without collecting dues from the
members.
All members of the Class of
'50 who are interested in the class
activities for this year, and who
want to have a say-so in the planning of the Junior-Senior, should
attend this first meeting,' according to W. P. "Doc" Roberts, president.

Taps Pictures Taken
After Wednesday
TAPS has announced that
after Wednesday, Sept. 22, absolutely no individual pictures
will be taken. In previous years
it has been the practice to extend the deadline; however, this
year the photography is being
done according to a definite
contract. If your picture is not
taken by the 22nd it will not
appear in this year's TAPs.
The TAPS can be a success
only through the cooperation
of the entire student body. Do
your part by having your picture taken at the earliest possible moment. Appointments
can be made in the basement
of the main building.

Stanford Elected
Prexy Of N, IP, E,

Clemson Grad Ends
Course At Army's
Gen. Staff College

By TOM DONEGAN
Honor is brought to Clemson
with the election of Alan Griffith
Stanford, an electrical-mechanical engineering Clemson graduate, to th« eminent position of
■president of the National Society
of Professional Engineers.
Mr. Stanford, vice-president of
the Atlanta architectural and engineering firm of Robert and Co.,
Inc., is the first Southern man to
be named president of the society.
He was born in Charleston, S. C,
and received his degree from
Clemson in 1914. He will take
office in January, 1949, succeeding Alex Van Praag, Jr., of Decatur, 111.
Mr. Stanford said the society
he will head is the "mouthpiece"
for professional engineering.
"Its principal aims," he explained, "are the advancement in public recognition of engineering as
a profession and in furthering
engineering's social, economic and
professional aspects."
A veteran of World War I, he
joined Robert and Company in
1919 as a junior electrical engineer, became vice-president in
March, 1945, and is at present in
charge of the company's Government work in Guam, its project
for building a super highway
through Atlanta, and its work
with the Georgia Ports Authority.
Mr. Stanford is a charter member of the Georgia Society of
Professional Engineers, the Georgia Engineering Society, the Society for the Advancement of
Management and the Atlanta
Personnel Club.
Dr. Robert F. Poole, president,
has written to Mr. Stanford, who
lives at 668 Cresthill Ave., N. E.,
Atlanta, Ga., congratulating him
on receiving the deserved honor,
an achievement which brings
honor to Clemson as well as to
himself. Dr. Poole stated that
Mr. Stanford's training and hard
work have been rewarded, and
his classmates and Clemson are
proud of his success.

Lieutenant Colonel John C.
Troutman, Infantry, will graduate from the Regular Course of
the Command and General Staff
College at Fort Leavenworth,
Kansas, on 2 July 1948. He is a
graduate of Clemson College in
the class of 1936 and received
his commission in June of that
year. He was ordered to active
duty with the Army in August,
1941.
Colonel Troutman served overseas during the years 1942 to 1945
as a company and battalion commander, during which time he
saw service in Iceland, England,
France, the, Philippines and Japan. Among other decorations
and medals, he is authorized to
wear the Bronze Star Medal with
Oak Leaf Cluster, the American
Defense Service Medal, and the
Occupation Medal for Japan.
The Command and General
Staff College is the highest level
educational institution operated
entirely by the Army, and consists of five schools and a Department of Analysis and Research.
These are: the School of the Commander and General Staff, the
School of Personnel, the School
of Intelligence, the School of
Operations and Training, and the
School of Logistics. The Regular
Course is designed to qualify officers for duty as commanders
or general staff officers in divisions or larger organizations.
Officers selected to attend the
ten-month Regular Course must
have completed the basic and
advanced courses in the schools
of their arm or branch, and
usually have completed more
than seven years of active service.
Selected graduates are eligible
for further courses at the National War College or the Industrial College of the Armed
Forces. The College also conducts special courses for National
Guard officers, and a threemonth Associate Course for Reserve and National Guard officers.

FRI. NIGHT SEMI-FORMAL
Plans are now under way for
Clemson's first dance of the year
Th° Rat HOD. which will come off
on October 1 and 2. This was decided at a meeting of the Clemson Central Dance Association
on Tuesday night. Outlines for
the other dances were discussed
at this meeting, but nothing definite was decided. Another meeting by the CDA has been set for
Monday night, and at this time,
all groundwork for the remaining
dances are expected to be made.
Clemson's own Jungaleers have
been signed to play for the initial
series of two nights of dancing.
The Friday night affair will be
of the semi-formal type and will
cost the patrons $2.25. Dancing
will be from 9 til 1.
The Saturday night setto will
begin immediately after the N. C.
State-Clemson football game,
which should be around ten. The
dance will be informal and will
have a charge of $1.00.
Plans for the future are still
very indefinite. The CDA is
hoping to put on five or six
dances for the coming year, this
being a decrease of around three
over previous years. The reason
for this cut was due to some of
the dances being none to successful and also to concentrate on a
fewer number dances and trying
to bring them back up to the
pre-war quality.
Tne-.c will probably be «ue
mo^e dance before Christmas and
four afterwards.

Senior Platoon To
ill In Big City
Clemson's Senior Platoon, nationally known fancy drill unit,
has accepted an invitation to perform at a professional football
game in New York on November
28. This invitation followed on
the heels of their successful performance there last year.
First home appearance of the
platoon will be between the
halves of the first home football game, which is with P. C.
on the night of September 25.
Preliminary drills are being
held this week to form a basis
for the platoon's coming election
of a leader.
Colonel Ralph D. Crosby was
recently elected Tactical Advisor for this year.

Tiger Club Phone
Privileges Abused

Clemson Society Of Engineers Awaiting
Petition Approval For
Order Many
To 21 Months
Active Duty
In accordance with a provision
of the Selective Service Act of
1948, the Department of the Army
has directed that approximately
700 recent graduates of the Reserve Officers Training Corps be
ordered to active duty for a
period not to exceed 21 months.
The Executive for Reserve and
ROTC Affairs explained that
those ROTC graduates affected
hold Reserve commissions as 2nd
Lieutenants and have had less
than 90 days of continuous active
service. Most of these Reserve
Officers will be ordered to report
for duty with the Army on or
about October 15.
Reserve Officers falling within this category will be alerted
by letters of instruction in the
near future. If the officer is a
student of medicine or dentistry
he will be allowed to complete
his schooling before being called
to duty.
Any junior Reserve Officer
subject to service under this new
directive may volunteer for active
duty without waiting for the October 15 date, if he so desires.

The Clemson Society of Chemical Engineers is advertising Clemson, their Department and their
Seniors to American Industry.
This society, not waiting for approval of their petition to the
American Institute of Chemical
Engineers for a student charter,
has begun work on a booklet to
tell Industry that Clemson is now
graduating Chemical Engineers.
Financed and 'published by the
students themselves, this booklet will contain information on
the college and the department.
There are to be a number of pictures of the campus, buildings,
and the lab and its equipment.
The curricula of the department will also be included. One
of the main features of the booklet will be the section devoted
to the Seniors. Each Senior will
have an individual page with his
picture and all the pertinent personal information that the average application blank calls for.
Since Clemson, unlike most
schools, has no central employment agency, it is hoped that
through this medium the graduates may have a wider selection
of jobs and that in the future
Industry will look to Clemson
for the best in Chemical Engineering as it does in other
fields.

Sdctotal

The Tiger Brotherhood asks
that only local calls be made over
the phone placed in the window
at. the guard room. It was placed
there by Tiger Brotherhood to afford students free and easy phone
Great disappointment arose last week over the way maservice on local calls, but that organization cannot afford to pay triculation and registration turned out, both on the part of
for long distance calls for stuthe administration and students. The beginning of maj dents. The bill for long distance
calls
during
June
and
July
triculation wos supposed to start at eight with time cards be■
amounts to $31.16.

What Kind Of Registration
Will Work Best?

McMahan Heads Theater
At a meeting of the Clemson
Little Theater Executive Board
Tuesday, Sept. 14, Jeff McMahan,
T. M. sophomore, was selected to
succeed David Peebles, Arts and
Science senior, as president. The
remaining posts will be filled by
Elizabeth B. McGarity, vicepresident; David Spiner, secretary; T. B. Love, treasurer; Robin
Julian, historian; W. C. Mays,
property manager; Jim Spangenberg, membership chairman; R.
E. Ware, liaison officer, and
James Winters, faculty advisor.
COMING ATTRACTIONS
Plans have been made for three
one-act plays to be produced October the 28th and 29th. Professor Winters will be in direction
of these features. Two three-act
plays, the titles of which will be
announced later, will be given
this spring.

PLENTY OF FRESH AIR—One thing about the early birds of
last week, they certainly got plenty of fresh air and had most of
the comforts of home, as can be seen. Students who had the anticipation of getting the best classes dragged out mattresses, radios and quite a few played cards. For some of them, it was not
worth the effort. They got Friday time cards after all. The
administration, as well as the students, hopes that this occurrence
will not happen again. Several other methods of registration are
now being considered.

TALENT SCOUTING
Tryouts for the plays will be
held September the 21st, 22nd,
and 23rd. A total of seven girls
and a wide selection of men will
be essential to the productions.
Everyone is urged to attend the
tryouts.
LITTLE THEATER EXPANDS
This year's Little Theater group
will be the largest in its history.
Greater membership will insure
choice plays, superior talent, and
more polished works. An energetic membership drive is now in
progress to increase the present
three hundred-odd members. If
you don't want to be an aesthetic
outcast or a culture vulture, sign
up as a patron of the arts. Season tickets for students cost $1.00
each, and season tickets for
adults cost $2.00 each. The membership drive begins in barracks
and community tonight.

ing passed out on a first come, first served basis.
As the doors swung open, students stormed the main
building in order to get early time cards which meant choice
classes. We cannot condemn the students for wanting to
get a pick of the best classes, but we do see that they were
in the wrong in storming the building.
In some respects, the administration was wrong in making the first come, first serve basis. The administration is
still trying to figure out the best possible way in which to
get the students through the line in the earliest possible
time. Not only does this mean less time for the students,
hut also saves the officials time. Many students slept on
Bowman Field the night before in order to get in line first.
This appears useless.
Last semester, cards with numbers were given each
student. At a later time, these cards were drawn from a
hat. The first number drawn got the go sign first. In this
way there was no storming of the building, and everything
seemed to go in fairly good order. Students were heard to
compliment the administration for the smooth, way that
matriculation was run off for the first time in many years.
However, this year, another angle was tried. Time was
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just printed on the card. With the first come, first serve
basis, everybody wanted to be first, which is logical. In the
minds of the paper, this will never be a good idea. Unless
you have a specified time for each student to report, you
will always have some sort of mob violation as took place
last week. In the systems seen used here at Clemson since
1941, it appears that the system used last semester in which
each student was given a number and then a time was the
best used so far.
Both the administration and the students are still looking for the quickest and best way to matriculate and register the 3,200 students that have been on the campus for the
past several years. It appears that this has not been accomplished as yet. The administration is vitally interested
in finding a way to get the job done quickly and efficiently.

An Open Letter to All Concerned!
Matriculation and Registration
as now in operation at Clemson
is a coordinated process which
begins with the issuing of a matriculation card and ends with
the completion oi an appropriate
schedule of subjects. Much can
be said about this 'procedure and
many possible improvements in
it. Much progress has already
been made during the past few
years, but additional problems
need to be solved.
Much of the matriculation
phase of the process can be handled in advance by mail. Steps
have already been taken in this
direction, both by the Registrar's
Office and the Treasurer's Office.
There is a further possibility that
the rooming office, whether
under the Commandant's Office
or some other office, could also
handle more of the work by mail
and notify students in advance
concerning their room numbers.
While there are still problems to be solved concerning
matriculation and registration,
the most crucial one which has
been brought most forcibly to
our attention is that which involves teh problem of who will
be allowed to register for
classes first. Everyone wants to
be first. Everyone cannot be
first.
There are many solutions to
the problem of who shall be first
to register for classes. Many solutions have already been considered and to postpone the decision much longer will be making a decision to neglect the problem. Whatever is adopted should
have some reasonable continuity,
but this does not mean that there
cannot be slight changes or modifications over a period of time.
The important thing before next

semester is not what is the absolute and best solution, since
trying to decide what is the absolute and best solution will
mean again that the decision will
be indefinitely postponed. It is
with this background that the
following solution is presented,
not as an ultimate ideal solution,
but rather as one which is worth
trying.
Under the plan proposed
here, new students will be allowed to register first. This is
one way of welcoming them to
Clemson. It is also the plan
which has been followed in the .
past. New students include
regular new-student freshmen
who follow block schedules and
transfer students who always
have some difficulties in having
their credits evaluated, meeting prerequisite requirefents,
and arranging appropriate
schedules to begin their programs at Clemson.
For all students who have previously attended Clemson, the
proposed plan includes the assignment of points, with four
points being given to seniors,
three to juniors, two to sophomores, and one to freshmen. It
is further proposed that three
points be given to a student
whose grade ratio is 6.00 or above,
two points be given to a student
whose point ratio is between 3.00
and 5.99 and one point to a student whose grade point ratio is
between 0.00 and 2.99.
The points will be added together to form six groups of students having point values of seven
down to two inclusive. For each
of the six groups, a chance factor
will be thrown in by having the
letters of the alphabet shuffled,
and a drawing to establish which
students in each respective group

will come first in that group. The
letters will refer to the initial
letter of the last name of each
student. In this manner 156
groups will be established, a time
set for each group, and each student notified in advance concerning the time he is to begin matriculation. He will report at
that time or any later time during the period set aside for matriculation and registration.
To complete the picture, it
must be pointed out that under
this plan it would be possible
between the first and second
semesters for the Registrar's
Office to reclassify every student and recalculate every
grade point ratio. For this
reason, the office will adopt the
last official classification and
latest grade point ratio available on the students concerned.
There will also be the problem
for the second semester of what
to do about students who just
entered in the fall and for whom
no grade point ratio is available;
however, it is felt that appropriate points can be established for
these students by using the midsemester report of good work in
lieu of the grade point ratio. It
must also be realized that any
students securing last minute
reservations, if such develop,
would have to take their places
after the entire regular groups
have their times established.
There are hundreds of solutions
to this problem. The above solution'is only one; but in thinking
about it, it is suggested that you
think first of the basic idea. Details, such as the appropriate
weighting of the two factors of
classification and grade point
ratio can be established later,
though the details should be established soon.
(Signed) Gus Metz

A Suggested System
There is bound to be some sort of system that could get
the students through in record time. Just what is that system, and how could it be employed here at Clemson? Surely
the administration and students would welcome any improvement over the present setup.
First of all, the seniors should be given priority. AH
right, you re going to hear a lot of beef coming from the
lower classmen because of the minority of the seniors. However, one thing that the lower classmen must keep in mind
is that they will be seniors here in the very near future and
will have the same advantage. The majority of the seniors
have certain courses to get off in an allotted time, and in
some cases, classes are already closed by the time they
get ready to sign this class up.
The Tiger has a suggested plan and there is a possibility
that this plan will click and meet with the majority of the
student's approval. During the summer, much literature
is sent to the student who is planning to come back in the
fall. Why not include a time card in one of these letters
that are sent out? The student would then know what time
to report to college and there would be no mixups as has
been seen here in the past. Send the seniors the early time
cards and so on down.
The Tiger advocates that no organization on the campus be given any preference in getting time cards early or
otherwise, regardless of what the organization may be. Most
of the top men in each organization aee seniors and with the
new system of letting seniors having first choice, they would
have early registration anyway.
Time cards were given certain organizations on the
campus this past registration. The Tiger received seven,
The Taps, the military and so on down the line. However,
these organizations did not receive any 8:30 cards. All were
distributed from ten to twelve the first day. However, this
was of little advantage since the situation became a mess.
It is true that all of these organizations are a vital factor on the campus at Clemson, and that they appreciate the
courtesy that has been shown them by the Registrar's office,
but we are sure that all of these organizations are for the
betterment of Clemson and are willing to see another system
installed in which everything will go smooth during registration and matriculation.

The Approving Of Schedules
Each department of the school is supposed to figure out
a way in which to approve new schedules. Some have been
known to approve the early part of the week before registration and save time and trouble during registration. Others
wait until the day of class registration to approve schedules.
This causes a lot of waiting and wasted time. This past
registration, some students were known to wait more than
three hours in one line in order that an adviser could look
over the schedule and put his initials on it.
We think that the advisers who are in this latter category will favor approving as many schedules as possible before actual registration starts and in that way save themselves time as well as that of the students. You can expect
some mixup in registration. That is to be expected with as
many students as Clemson has and as few classes are opened
in some of them. However, we think that the mixups will
be nil and could be straightened out with little trouble.
It is hoped that by the time next registration rolls around
some type of system will be lined up which will enable the
quickest amount of movement in the least amount of time
that will save both the administration and students time and
worry.

Talk of the Town
By CHARLIE STILL
The Beginning Again
Greetings of welcome have long since
been exchanged, new and old friendships established, and three days of classes are already history.
The Clemson Man once
again finds himself being rapidly absorbed
into that dreaded routine known as "the
old grind". "Let's face it", chorus the professors as they assign Chapter One; to the
freshman cadet it seems that formations are
held on the hour twenty-four hours a day.
There Were Some Changes Made
For the upperclassman it's still the same
old Clemson in more ways than one, but he
can scarcely fail to notice all the "facelifting" that took place during the summer
months. When sophomores, juniors, and
seniors finally got settled down after matriculation and a speedy trip home, they
began to observe that the walls of their
rooms shine with a new freshness. And
the usual wild spree of borrowing your
neighbor's table or chairs for a semester or
so has now been discontinued indefinitely.
Trash cans, dust pans, chairs, and tables
were all in place with the room number
neatly stenciled on each article. And what's
more, when we met classes in the Chemistry
Building, we noticed new tile floors from
stem to stern. For the benefit of visitors,
the Calhoun Mansion is now a whiter white
than ever before, with a grand new coat of
paint. So the orchid of the week goes to
the Buildings and Grounds Department,
which also put up the signs giving directions
to various spots of importance on the campus.
The Follow-Up
Let's resolve to back their efforts by taking extra care of school property during the
next nine months, so that money may be

saved to make further improvements. Last
year funds spent in replacing property lost,
damaged, or destroyed by us, the Clemson
students, could have made an important
contribution toward the new buildings needed on our campus. Student cooperation in
this matter can go a long way in helping the
progress of a greater Clemson for the benefit of all.
Something For the Boys
But the changes reach even farther than
"face-lifted" buildings. Among other new
developments, there is the revision of regulations and uniform made by the Commandant's Staff. A bright new blue-colored Cadet Regulations has replaced the old gray
copies of 1941, and the old "Clemson grays"
are now complete with light gray cotton
shirts. Weekend leave is now extended until ten o'clock on Sunday night; on the other
hand, visiting privileges after Call to Quarters have been restricted to members of the
Senior Class. Among additions to uniform
requirements are brass buckles and blouse
belts to sharpen the "boys in gray" to a
keener edge.
The Spirit the Thing
However, the spirit shown at the freshman team-Fort Jackson game indicates that
our "old Clemson Spirit" could stand quite
a bit of improvement before the varsity
opens with Presbyterian two weeks hence.
Cheering at the Jackson contest was weak, a
fact which may or may not indicate a lack
of spirit. Only time will tell.
In any event, we can well take our cue
from the Texas A and M cheerleader who
said, "If our team can go out there and
fight for sixty minutes, we can surely cheer
for them that long!" How about it, Clemson Man?

0

Tfaeod p%i>w Ct&ei @oMeye ^ay&
By BILL BERRY
This column is supposed to be
compiled, as the title implies,
from news from other college
rags, but, and I use the term
loosely, we have not yet received
any other papers; so you 'will
just have to bear with me and
my corny old jokes.
Me trying to tell Clemson men
jokes is just about like Margaret
O'Brien telling Dr. Alfred Kinsey about the birds and bees.
In case you're interested here's
a poem that I found in a 1940 issue of The Tiger:

they can
Say who's that blonde who just
They twist your heart and make
came through the door?
you cry
The other day in a near by
And haunt you 'till the day
city a lawyer was seated in his
you die.
office when a woman walked in
They talk an awful lot and cry,
unannounced and without preIt seems the tears they never liminaries, declared that she
dry
wanted a divorce.
I'm through with women let me
"On what grounds?" the attorney replied.
say
She replied that she did not
They'll not get me another day.
think that her husband was faithOh yes, I'm off the dames for ful.
life,
"And what makes you think
Let some other guy take her that he isn't faithful?"
for a wife,
"Well," the lady replied, "I
I'm through, washed up. There don't think he is the father of
Women are the curse of man
aint no more,
They do you dirt when 'ere
my child."
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Pardon Us For Liviri
By HARRIS

Jones, McFadden, and Gage will never be
forgotten by Clemson football fans, but few
people outside the inner circles of football
experts know of the phenomenal record
made by Phineas Q. Dewey. (When asked
what the Q. was for, Dewey always replied
that his father liked to hang around pool
halls.)
Nevertheless, with, men who know football best (it's Dewey two to one), Dewey
ranks with O'Brien, Grange, Blanchard, and
Fflliikkiinnenn among the stellar gridiron
favorites of all time. To them he has become a figure as legendary as Paul Bunyan
was to a handful of northwestern sawmill
operators.
Dewey first reported for practice late one
summer in the second decade of the current
century. Olaf Brawn was coach then, and
he was a real terror. "Solemn Olaf Brawn,"
his men called him, or sometimes jst the
initials.
The stalwarts of tb.e team had been summoned back to college for early practice,
and with them had come a number of novices.
Among the latter group Phineas
seemed to stand out. The first time Brawn
saw him that well-known gridiron mentor
threw his hands into the air, screamed like
a banshee, and ran off the field sobbing.
Nor was his initial behavior completely
uncalled for. Dewey simply did not look
like a football player. He hadn't the
build. In fact, as Brawn, whose hobby was
chicken-farming, liked to say while reminiscing in later years, "The boy couldn't of
weighed more than ninety pounds dressed."
Undaunted, however, Dewey tried again
next day. Brawn, who had since consumed
most of the works of Dale Carnegie in an
all-night reading spree, had recovered his
composure.
Now, as the two great men
faced each other, Brawn ventured a civil,
"Whattinhell d'you want out here?" To
which Dewey replied that he would like to
play football.
"Evva played befo'?"
"Nope."
"Know anything about the game?"
"Yep."
"How?"
"Read books."
Brawn choked, and then an evil gleam
came into his good eye. He called to two
managers.
"Dress 'im out," he shouted, pointing a
wavering finger at Phineas.
Phineas returned from the locker room
in short order looking like a mathchstick
with shoulder pads. Brawn handed him a
ball and said, "Kick this."
Phineas promptly booted the ball off the
field for a distance of more than 100 yards.
Brawn, when he had been revived by artificial respiration, handed Phineas another
ball and indicated four of his tougest linesmen.
"Run through them," he told the novice,

AND BENUTI

rubbing his palms together in undisguised
glee.
When the four linesmen had been dug up
and carried off the field by stretcher bearers, Brown called Dewey over to him once
more.
"Can you pass?" he asked.
"Yep."
This time Brown required no demonstration. "Can you catch a pass?"
"Yep."
"Now, tell me once more: Where did
you learn about football?"
"I read hooks," Dewey patiently repeated.
Brawn buried his head in his massive
hands.
In ensuing months Brawn was to see, if
he had doubted it before, that Dewey was
indeed a great football player. He threw
passes which broke world records and still
hold those records. His pass-catching earned him the nickname of "Glue-Fingers," although if the truthh be known, his fingers
were so slender as to permit him to slide
them under the strings of the ball, thus obtaining a secure hold upon it.
Dewey's greatest triumph was undoubtedly his invention of what achieved worldwide
fame as the Dewey Decimal System.
Discarding conventional means of calling signals as outmoded, Dewey thought up an entirely new method of his own which utilized
the decimal point. For instance, a typical
Dewey signal might go, "Three point oh oh
—eight points four oh nine—five point four
four—hike!" This so confused rivals that
it attracted international attention. Unfortunately, it was discarded when Brawn
learned that it confused Dewey's teammates, who knew little about mathematics,
as badly as it did their opponents.
Nor was Phineas a mere one-letter man.
Baseball and track were just as much his
meat as was football. In the former sport
he became notorious as a base-stealer, but
was forced to drop this form of larceny from
his agenda when on one occasion he suffered a severe but unmentionable injury. As
one enterprising sports writer put it, Dewey
"slid into base the way Balaam rode into
Jerusalem."
In track his specialty was the hammer
throw. At the annual meet with Schenley
Reserve University, when the hahmmer flew
over the stadium walls, it was believed Phineas had set a new world's record. When
the officials looked around to congratulate
him, however, they looked in vain. Phinias
was not to be found. He was disqualified
when the referees learned he had not released his grip on the hammer, and had accompanied it in its flight.
Retiring from football after bis graduation from Clemson, Dewey became a driver
for a midwest trucking company, the Fraunhofer Lines. He now lives as happily as
can be expected in St. Louis with his wife
and twenty-three children.
fjtn—tin
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that he (Oscar) is glad to be
that Ex. Col. Brutus walks
back in school to tell the dirt on around mighty sad. He hates to
everybody.
leave his high and mighty posiOSCAR SAYS
tion.
that he (Oscar) was glad to see
OSCAR SAYS
Moonhead and Chowderhead both
that he will have to find some
leave us. He (Oscar) thinks Col. new boys to work on. Too many
Morris and Richbourg will be a names appear too often in last
welcome change.
year's column.
-OSCAR SAYS-

OSCAR SAYS

that he (Oscar) heard about
that he (oscar) hates to talk
about them after they're gone Dave Banks' big fling at Columbut this is his (Oscar's) first op- bus, Ga. He let his hair down
completely. We're surprised at
portunity.
you, Dave, of all people.
OSCAR SAYS
OSCAR SAYS
that his (Oscar's) predecessors
that Lunsford talks big but
had a good idea in awarding an
orchid a week and it will be con- when time comes for a showdown
tinued if he (Oscar) can find he locks his door. What a bluff
something good about somebody. you turned out to be!
OSCAR SAYS
OSCAR SAYS
"
that Setzer isn't chicken.
that he (Oscar) hasn't heard
OSCAR SAYS
too much about the summer but
that Charlie Langston made
he (Oscar) imagines it will be many conquests.
springing fast pretty soon beOSCAR SAYS
that he (Oscar) gives the
cause most boys want to tell
orchid of the week to Doug Barabout their summer conquests.
fiend for ever attempting to be
OSCAR SAYS
that speaking of conquests he company commander of football
(Oscar) couldn't do as well as company. ■ Doug is the smallest
Spook and Pitt. Congratulations of the group.
OSCAR SAYS
to both of you on your new wives.
that Len "Scoop" Reynolds is
OSCAR SAYS
just dying to tell Oscar what
that both of you had to cut
happened to him but he's afraid
out some Clemson competition.
Oscar will print it.
OSCAR SAYS
OSCAR SAYS
that he hopes it won't affect
that puddinhead Peebles almost
the football team, Eh, Frank?
got kicked out of camp. He'll
:
OSCAR SAYS
learn to cuss big wheel sgts.
that Friar is a very disilluOSCAR SAYS
sioned young Lt. He figured on
that Mahaffey stayed camped
being a Co. Commander.
out all summer.

September 16 (Thursday)
8:00 to 10:00 p. m.—Faculty
Reception in honor of new teachers and officers; President's
Home. No formal invitations are
being issued but all members of
the community are invited to
attend.
September 18 (Saturday)
5:30 to 8:30 p. m.—Camp Fire
Program for Freshmen at Y
Cabin.
September 19 (Sunday)
11:30 a. m. — Dedication Service; Baptist Church. Speaker,
Dr. T. V. McCaul.
2:20 and 6:10 p. m.—Vesper
Services; YMCA. Dr. S. J. L.
Crouch, speaker.
September 21 (Tuesday)
6:30 p. m.'—Dinner meeting of
Fellowship Club.
September 22 (Wednesday)
6:45 p. m.—Church Night for
Campus Churches.
September 25 (Saturday)
8:00 p. m.—P. C.-Clemson Football Game; Memorial Stadium.
September 26 (Sunday)
2:20 and 6:10 p. m.—Ves-per
Services; YMCA. The Reverend
Wannamaker Hardin, speaker.
September 29 (Wednesday)
6:45 p. m.—Church Night for
Campus Churches.
8:30 p. m.—Newcomers' Club;
Browsing Room.
that the "powers who be"
messed up when they appointed
Thornton
and Plyler.
What
people!!
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FRESHMEN CUBS DOWN FT. JACKSON 6-0
Brown Tosses To Kinney For Only Score;
Dimucci And Mooneyhan Excel In Line

(alverl Promises To
Be Clemson Great !n
Coming Grid Seasons

♦

Intramural Program
Launches Volleyball
(ampaiqn Very Soon

By DICK DOWIS
Jackie Warren
Calvert or
"Ert", as he is known to his
WITH SCOOP REYNOLDS
friends in Spartanburg. South
Carolina) is one of the most
There certainly is a difference of opinion on Clemson's
oromising sophomores on Coach
Frank Howard's '48 Tiger foot- football outfit lor this season. Almost ev?ry paper that we
ball squad. He was the star

read has a different idea of what sort of team Coach Frank
Howard will field this year against ten strong
opponents. However, the paying public will
be able to justily their views when the terrible Ti-ers tackle the potent Blue Stocking
under the Lghts in Memorial Stadium come
the night of September 25th. These who
iail to make the 25th date can try again on
October 2nd when the North Carolina State
Wa'fpack come down to Clemson to try for
a roeat against (he Bengals. By this time
armchair experts and sports scribss will know
if their prs-season predictions were correct
or otherwise.
Personally we think that a great many predictors will
be shocked when the Clemson steamroller propells itself upon the gridiron. Quite a few so-called authorities have
picked the Tigs to suffer in the majority of their encounters
this season, while others have been more optimistic in their
pre-kickoff accounts. We agree with the latter.

JACK CALVERT
Clemson
punter and passer of Randy Hinson's freshman squad last year.
Also one of the top scorers.
"Ert" crossed the double stripes
four times for tallies. One of the
longest runs of the year, a 97
yard sprint, was made by Calvert in the game with Auburn's
"B" team. His long run to victory was the only score in the
6-0 triumph over the "little"
Plainsmen.
In basketball, the popular Calvert was outstanding. He was
one of the few freshmen to play
on last year's Tiger varsity five.
In high school, Calvert was a
satellite in every major sport. In
football, he was a block letter
winner two years. His passing
and punting ability caused him
to be recognized as one of the
best of many exceptionally good
high school tailbacks in the Palmetto state.
Basketball was another sport
in which he held the spotlight
much of the time while in high
school. Team Co-captain Calvert
was unanimously chosen a member of the South Carolina AllState quintet.
In baseball, he sparked the
Spartanburg High School Bed
Birds as a hard-hitting infielder
for two years.
Calvert is
an outstanding
member of the cadet corps at
Clemson where he is a member
of the local company of Pershing
Rifles.
His other athletic interests include swimming, bowling and just about any sport requiring steady nerve and perfect
coordination.
Any true fan of football and
basketball at Clemson would do
well to keep an eye on a fellow
so likely to be backing the roar
of the Tiger in future seasons.

Lighting Facilities
Added To Memorial
Stadium During Aug.
Fans attending gridiron contests at Clemson this fall will undoubtedly be very surprised at
the new lights which have been
installed in Memorial Stadium.
The Tigers open their season
against P. C. on Sept. 25th, their
first home game under the lights.
A large crowd is expected, and
attendance figures are expected
to rise Considerably.
A few facts about this new
lighting system are that it consists of about six poles with 24
lights to each pole. These are
set up in such a fashion at the
back of the seats so that they
will in no manner be in any one's
line of vision. The lights are
also focused so there will be no
shadows cast on the playing field.
This new lighting system, installed by The Jack Sistrunk Electric
Company of Columbia, has forty
per cent more lighting capacity
than any other stadium in the
state, and parking areas to the
field are also amply lighted.
With all these new additions to
Memorial Stadium, this fall season is being looked forward to
as one of Clemson's best.

Looking Them Over
Everybody else have made their predictions so we may
as well do the same. From where we sit it looks as if the
Bengals will take about seven of their encounters, tie one
and lose two. That would give the supporters of the Tigs |
something to crow, shout, or yell about. Looks as if we may I
bow to Mississippi State and Boston College, settle with a
tie with Wake Forest, and win the rest of the meets. Here's
hoping.
Phillip Morris Sponsors Football Contest
A cartoon of those non-irritating Phillip Morris
cigarettes will be given the student that picks the winners in the new football guessing contest that will begin
on September 23rd.
Here is how it works. There will be an entry
blank in The Tiger each week, with ten major football
games that will be of interest to all.
Now all you have lo do is pick the winners and turn
them into the Guard Boom by 1 o'clock on each. Friday. In
case of tie duplicate prizes will he awarded. Winners will
be published in The Tiger each week.
Clemson Footballers Coach
The Central high school footballers will be under the
careful tutorlege of two of Clemson's former grid stars.
"Cotton" Bichardson and Jack Emmerson are in command
of the activities over there and hope, to whip an impressive
outfit in shape by game time.
Over in Seneca Billy Rogers and Jack Ross are in charge
of the doings of the Seneca Bobcats. Bogers, a former fullback of the Tigers from Lake View, states that his outfit will
play some good ball. Ross, massive tackle, played his last
game for the Tigers against the Auburn Tigers in the Homecoming meeting in Memorial Stadium last season. Since
that time the mighty Ross has been doing some professional
wrestling.

Pete Cook, sparky ball carrier from Spartanbur ;, lugs the mail in the recent encounter with the
Fort Jackson Red Devils. Baker leads the interference as three unidentified Army men stop the
shifty Cook. During the fourth period a pass fro m Jimmy Brown to Mike Kinney brought home
the bacon for the baby Bengals in Saturday's con est in Memorial Stadium.

Howardmen Prepare IPO A Y Drive Underway;
For Blue Hose Game Lairs To Be Organized
Any afternoon, any day, Clemson College football aspirants can
be seen practicing on Riggs Field
preparing for their season's opener against Presbyterian on the
night of September 25th. The
Tiger hopefuls have been "knocking" for several weeks getting
ready for the Blue Hose, and are
quickly rounding into shape.
Coach Frank Howard is grooming an experienced group of boys
into an expected powerful team
which will give the Presbyterians
plenty of trouble in the owl contest, incidentally the first in
Tigertown history.
Bobby Gage, leading ground
gainer last year and a promising
candidate for All-America honors
this year is again sparkling in
pre-season practice. The Anderson speedster is getting plenty
of competition from Carol Cox,
Ray Mathews and newcomer,
Jackie Calvert, who promises to
be a future Bengal star. Dick
Hendley and Fred Cone are still
handling the fullback chores with
Bob Martin still getting the nod
in the blocking back department.
Jim Reynolds and Bobby Williams are waging a battle for the
wingback position rounding out
a star-studded backfield that
promises to be one of the most
potent in Clemson history.
The starting line is still undetermined, but these men hold
the inside edge. Ends: Poulos,
Thompson, Hudson, and Carson.
Tackles: Gainer, Prince, Salisbury and Deanheardt. Guards:
Clanton, Gillestpie and Ard. Centers: Moore and Brunson.

Navy swimming and diving
teams will meet in Philadelphia,
We published a feature last year on Riggs Field. It was Penn., the week of Aug. 22, 1948,
entirely incomplete and inadequate to do justice to so hal- in competition for All-Navy
Championship awards.

Dr. Aull Comments

lowed a field at this great school. We told some of the facts
but there were others we omitted in our ignorance. Dr.
George Aull, head of the Agriculture Economics and Rural
Sociology, kindly wrote us a letter suggesting that we expand
on the fact about the field. This we are glad to do and sincerely appreciate the helpful attitude that Dr. Aull showed.
Dr. W. M. Riggs was the first coach of the Tigers and
in addition to the time spent here as a teacher and coach,
served as president of Clemson College for a period of 12
years.
We stated that a complete history of Riggs Field
would furnish an athletic record of Clemson. This would
not be entirely true since athletic contests were played
on Bowman Field prior to the opening of Riggs Field.
According to Dr. Aull, some of the best teams that the
Bengals have ever fielded, were trained and performed
on Bowman Field.
Dr. G. H. Aull is a former editor of The Tiger and has
shown intense interest in the publication since that time.
We wish to thank Dr. Aull for his timely comments.
Bummin' Round
Billy Hair, top-notch football artist from Walterboro,
is back in school after recovering from illness at home . . .
Coach Frank Howard spoke up at Monday night's meeting
with the Greenville alumni and told the Tiger boosters that
the Bengals would be somewhat stronger than they were last
season . . . The entire Clemson coaching staff, Walt Tilley,
Ed Osborne, publicity director Clemson College, and Uncle
Jake Woodward, alumni secretary, were with Coach Howard at the Greenville meeting ... If anyone wants any football poop just ask little Doc Lachottie, the small but capable
manager for the big Tig team . . . Butch Butler, sturdy performer for the Clemsons several seasons back, is doing duty
with the Charlotte Clippers of the pro-circuit. Butler is a
triple threat from Greenville, South Carolina.

Navy top-bracket Softball
teams will meet in New York
City, the week of Sept. 5, 1948,
in competition for the All-Navy
Softball Championship.

By ARTHUR BANKS
<
The drive for membership in
1948-1949 IPOAY is currently
underway, with a booth for receiving new members set up beside the Juice Shop. Tomorrow
afternoon will be the last opportunity for students to enlist at
this booth. After the lairs—the
units of IPOAY's organization—
are organized next week, students
wishing to join may pay their
dollar to the secretary of their
respective lairs. A lair will be
organized for each ROTC company, one for each veteran barracks, and one for non-barracks
students. Tuesday, September 21,
has been set as the date for the
organization of lairs.
IPOAY, known as Clemson's
student athletic association, has
already received dollars from
over two hundred students for
this year. A table was placed in
Tillman Hall for the purpose of
enlisting members on Sept. 68, and a number of students have
joined since that time. The cam: paign for members is being con| ducted by the four regional council officers elected last May to
serve this year. The officers are
headed by Jack D. Sharp as president, with E. A. "Bumps" Freeman, Arthur J. Banks, and John
R. Cothran serving as vice president, secretary, and treasurer,

respectively.
New 1948-1949 window stickers
are being given the students who
join, along with their membership cards. Also, through the
courtesy of the college athletic
association, copies of the football schedule on pocketbook-size
cards are being given those who
join as long as the limited supply
lasts.
The officers are investigating
the 'possibility of conducting a
mass student body trip to The
Citadel game in Charleston on
December 4, and in this connection cards are being passed out
to be filled out by those interested in going by special bus. The
cards will be collected by lairs
at a later date.
Arrangements have been made
with the college athletic association for the showing of movies
of all of Clemson's games this
season, exclusively for IPOAY
and local IPTAY members. The
movies will be shown shortly after the respective games are
played, and persons will be admitted by showing their membership cards.
The design for the new stickers
is the work of R. W. Nicholson,
architectural senior from Orangeburg. Nicholson also designed
IPOAY's original sticker last year.

In about three weeks the competition between intramural
teams will start. The opening
nlay will be between the volley
ball teams composed on each
company, and among the different veteran groups interested.
The games will be 'played on the
four new courts being lined out
on the small parade ground and
on the courts on the quadrangle.
The latter courts are not available now because of student's
cars parked in that area, and Mr.
Cooper has requested that all of
these be moved as soon as possible so that the competition can
commence as soon as possible.
During the summer the swimming pool in the "Y" was repaired and will be ready for use at
the end of this week. The annual swimming tests for freshmen will begin as soon as the
pool is filled, and all freshmen in
ROTC are required to take this
test.
The scheduled games in the
touch football le%gue will begin
on October 11. Each group entering a team in this league is
urged to get together as soon as
possible and begin practice. Footballs may be obtained at the Intramural Equipment Room located in room 1-114. This room
will be open to all students during the hours between two and
six, and six-thirty and eightthirty Monday through Friday,

Coach Banks McFaddcn was
mighty pleased with the performance that his freshmen footballers put on the 1500 spectators Saturday afternoon in Memorial Stadium when the Tiger
Cubs met the Fort Jack-on Red
Devils.
These fifty odd men hail from
over twelve different states and
Hie District of Columbia.
South Carolina !eads the field
of course with 2G men on the
squad. These men hail from all
ooints of the state and sparked
the teams on which they played.
From Washington, D. C, comes
nine promising performers. Bugs
Thompson, John Doffort, and
Vincent Pugliese head the list of
key men.
Six future greats hail from
Pennsylvania. In past years the
University of South Carolina
have been uncovering some top
pigskin talent and this is just
what Clemson has done this season. D. M. DiMucci, sturdy
guard, 'proves that Pennsylvania
grows mighty footballers.
Georgia contributes three men
to McFadden's outfit while Tennessee, New Jersey, Louisiana,
and Florida added one each. With
the group of capable ball handlers and sturdy linemen that are
in the Tiger fold, great things
are expected of Clemson teams
in the near future according to
informed sources.
and between two and five-thirty
on Saturday and Sunday. This
room is for the convenience of
the |tudents and Mr. Cooper
urges anyone to use it. A student will be in the room while it
is open to check out equipment.

STOP AT

JUDGE KELLERS
AND SAVE!

On Sale at Your Favorite Eating Place

COX'S PEANUT BUTTER SANDWICHES AND
COOKIES

A. W. COX
Easley, South Carolina
Distributor, U. S. Baking Co. Cakes and
Capital City Potato Chips

Welcome* Students—
TO

L. C. Martin Drug Company
P. S. McCollum, Owner

Hot Dogs — Hamburgers
Open Until 1:00 A. M.

TIGER'S DEN
Opposite Post Office

"The : Official College Book and Supply Store"

CLEMSON THEATRE
Clemson, S. C
FRL, SAT., SEPT 17-18

40 YEARS IN BUSINESS WITH CLEMSON STUDENTS

'Easter Parade'
With Fred Astaire and
Judy Garland
Mon., Tues., Sept. 20-21

»

We cash checks for students without c harge

1

'Pit Fall

With Lizabeth Scott and
Dick Powell
Wed., Thurs., Sept. 22-23

'Deep Waters'
Dana Andrews and Jean
Peters

PENS

PENCILS

PAPER
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Textile Men Make Most Of Vacations
New students are reminded of the invitation to visit the
DIemson College YMCA. You will find club rooms that will
be available for you and groups of which you are a member;
nagazines available for you to read; two pictures to choose
from.
A special picture is run each Saturday morning on a voluntary contribution basis for students and members of the
YMCA.
Freshmen are reminded that they are invited to a campfire program at the 'Y' cabin Saturday immediately after supper in the mess hall. Contact some man on the hall where
you live and be sure to come down with some friends. The
Y' cabin is located due west of the Field House. Follow Berkshire Road for about 400 yards and it is located on the Seneca
River.
Veterans and transfer students who missed the Open
House program Thursday are asked to laeve your names at
the Y office or desk.
You are especially invited to attend Vesper programs at
the YMCA each Sunday at 2:20 in the afternoon and 6:10 at
night. Dr. S. J. L. Crouch, minister of the Presbyterian church
at Clemson, will speak. Dr. Crouch is a native of Australia
and a graduate of several colleges and universities. He has
served as a guide for world travel tours and you are assured
of hearing a fine message and again we cordially invite you to
hear Dr. Crouch at the Clemson College YMCA Sunday, September 19 at 2:20 or 6:10. Interesting news, travel reels and
March of Time reels will be shown following the services.
Some pictures that will be shown on the campus are as
follows:
Sept. 17—DRUMS ALONG THEI MOHAWK, Claudette
Colbert; BLAZE OF NOON, Anne Baxter, Sonny Fufts.
Sept. 18^-M, RECKLESS, William Eythe, Barbara Britton
(Saturday morning show); WILL IT HAPPEN AGAIN, Adolph
Hitler, Eva Broun; DRUMS ALONG THE MOHAWK.
Sept. 20—HOMESTRETCH, Cornel Wilde, Maureen O'Hara; THE BISHOP'S WIFE, Loretta Young, Gary Grant.
Sept. 21—GIVE MY REGARDS TO BROADWAY, Dan
Dailey, Charles Winninger, THE BISHOP'S WIFE.
Sept. 22—JUNGLE WOMAN, Evelyn Ankers, J. Carrol
Nash, GIVE MY REGARDS TO BROADWAY.
Sept. 23—CALIFORNIA, Ray Milland, Barbara Stanwyck,
CARNEGIE HALL, William Prince, Marsha Hunt.

Paid Advertisement

THOMAS N. VAUGHN
Jewelers
Expert Repair Man

WELCOME STUDENTS .

HOKE SLOANS
INVITES YOU TO SEE NEW FALL MERCHANDISE

"11. S. AIR FORCE"

Never before In its history has your Air Force faced
heavier responsibilities. First line of defense in a
still unsettled world, the Air Force must continue to
grow and be ready for instant action.
Today, only the best fitted prospects are being
accepted by the Air Force. But young men who
measure up will have unequaled opportunities.
The world's finest pilot training is open to single
men, 20 to 26 y2 years old, who have completed at
least half the credits for a college degree, or are able
to pass an equivalent examination. They can win
their wings with the Aviation Cadets!
Veterans of the Armed Forces who are qualified
in one of 300 skills and trades may re-enter the
Service in advanced non-commissioned Air Force
grades, depending on their previous training and
experience.
And for officers and men alike, in today's growing
Air Force, there is literally no limit to the possibilities
of advancement in a great career.
On Air Force Day, September 18, get to know your
Air Force better. Visit Air Force exhibits. Talk to
Air Force men and you'll understand their enthusiasm—their alertness and competence—their pride
in the comradeship and the fine traditions of the
Service.

Dr. Heyn Presents
Paper AS Meeting
Clemson Men Attend
By BOB RICE
During the "vacation" period
between the summer and fall
term the faculty members of the
Textile School were by no means
idle. After spending several days
making plans and preparing for
the fall semester many of them
took advantage of the remaining
time to acquaint themselves with
the more modern methods and
nractices of the Textile Industry
plus some new scientific information.
Dr. Hugh Monroe Brown, Dean
of the School of Textiles and Dr.
Antonius Nicolas Johannes Heyn.
Professor Natural and Synthetic
Fibers, attended the fall meeting
of the Fiber Society at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Boston, Massachusetts. This
meeting was attended by several
other well-known Clemson men:
among these was Mr. John T.
Wigington of the Cotton-Textile
Institute, Inc. (government labs.)
in the Textile Building. Mr. Wigington is Secretary of the Fiber
Society.
The part played by Clemson
was not all "take." Dr. Heyn
made Clemson's contribution to
the very educational program by
preparing and presenting to the
Technical Session a paper entitled "Small-Angled X-ray scattering by Various Cellulose Fibers"—and that sounds mighty
important.
Another interesting and educational trip was made for the purpose of bringing up-to-date information to the Textile School
by Professors Carson, Berry, Lathem, Hendricks and Hubbard.
These energetic leaders in progress of the Textile School did
not stop with a visit to one or
two 'places for their educational
information, they hopped all over
the New England States.
Some of the most interesting
places they visited were the SacoLowell Shops at Bedeford, Maine;
Whitin Machine Company at
Whitinsville, Massachusetts; Draper Cooperation at Hopedale,
Massachusetts; Crompton and
Knowles in Worcester, Massachusetts; Cotton Exchange at New
York City; and the Institute of
Textile Technology at Charlottesville, Virginia. Their tales of interesting events incurred while
on this trip are too numerous for
rewriting. They told of seeing a
slow-motion moving picture at
the Crompton and Knowles plants
which showed the transfer mechanism of the new Crompton and
Knowles S-6 Automatic Loom in
operation. An effort is being
made to borrow that film to be
used as a supplement to the
loom-fixing class. Now,
the
word has been passed that these
trips were not completely spent
on work and toil—but the fellows
refuse to talk about that.
But the faculty members were
not the only ones who had a
busy time during the "holiday."
Some of the students tell of "educational information" gathered
along the way—but stand on
their constitutional rights in refusing to allow it to be printed.
Oh yes, there was one case which
can be made public. T. L. (Lefty)
Hair, Textile Manufacturing
Senior from Anderson was married on Sept. 4th. The new bride
is the former Miss Norma Ivester,
also of Anderson. The newlyweds are making their home at
501 N. McDuffie Street, Anderson. It is rumored that they put
on quite a show when this good
"Textskin" bit the dust.

(fyafctaiti & Study
Welcome to and back to Clemson, new and former students. I
hope we have had a profitable
summer and am sure we are ready
to settle down to work for a good
semester. Let us hope, pray, and
work for the best one that we
have ever had.
Not only should we want a good
semester for ourselves, but for
our buddies as well and I'm sure
we all want a lot of buddies. We
can be helpful to them by being
friendly, pleasant, and decent toward them. In so doing, we will
be helping ourselves by thinking
of the better things of life.
Freshmen, you, particularly,
will be discouraged and you
will probably
think less of
|p :
-'■
i'4 Clemson two
It |
weeks after the
^Hs
semester begins
It
than
you
111
thought of it
| two weeks be■% Hi b&h fore it began,
| 'f||s but it won't be
111 long when you
."ill think more
lli of it than you
did wnen you talked with your
high school cronies about it.
Clemson doesn't consist of only
"rat calls" and "fall out"; we have
splendid recreational
facilities
and some of the finest religious
organizations
and
cooperation
among them that can be found in
soutuhern colleges.
All the churches here and
some of the religious bodies who
do not have churches here have
organizations that meet weekly.
The "Y" is very active with various means of providing fellowship, and has vesper services
each Sunday afternoon with various interesting programs and
reels; and it sponsors "Evening
Watch" programs in the barracks.

Along with these fine facilities
at Clemson, the military provides
a Cadet Chaplain. I realize that
my job can be more title than
work, but I prefer it not to be that
way. It is my desire to serve and
to help each of you in any way
that I can, so don't hesitate to
call on me if there is anything I
can help you with. I wish it
were possible to be a personal
friend of each of you. That is
practically impossible, but we
can have a speaking acquaintance.
Speak whether you know a person or not, and he'll think of you
as his friend. He likes friends,
so he'll feel better than before
you spoke.
* * *
"MYSELF"
I have to live with myself, and
so
I want to be fit for myself to
know;
I want to be able as days go by
Always to look myself straight in
the eye;
I don't want to stand with the
setting sun
And hate myself for the things
I've done.
I want to go out with my head
erect,
I want to deserve all men's
respect;
But here in the struggle for fame
and self
I want to be able to like myself;
I don't want to look at myself
and know
That I am a bluster and bluff and
empty show.
I can never hide myself from me,
I see what others may never see,
I know what others may never
I never can fool myself, and so
Whatever happens, I want to be
Self-respecting and consciencefree.
—(Author Unknown)

Requirements Made
On Air Force Group
Desiring Placement
ORLANDO, Fla.,—Professional
and technical specialists desiring
appointments in the U. S. Air
Force Reserve must possess a college degree in the particular
speciality for which they apply,
the 14th Air Force ipublic information office disclosed today.
Eligibility requirements for
personnel sought were clarified
in Air Force Regulation 45-15.
released by the Department of
the Air Force August 5. The regulation stressed the importance
of college graduates for appointment as: production inspection
officer, photographic equipment
engineer, aircraft inspection officer, maintenance and repair officer,
ground
safety officer,
weather officer (meterorologist),
and* design and development officer.
Applicants for photographic
equipment engineer may possibly
be selected without having attended college provided their
civilian experience is considered
satisfactory to meet qualification
demands.
Complete information on eligibility requirements and correct
procedure for submitting application may be obtained from any
Air Force activity by referring
to AFR 45-15, dated August 5,
1948, and rfom the Air ROTC
Unit at Clemson College.

'Local Masons Elect
Officers At Meeting
W. H. Starnes, A. H. major'
from Salley, was elected president of the Square and Compass,
a Masonic club, at a meeting held
Monday night, September 13.
Other officers elected were: F.
H. Thicker, E. E. major from
Georgetown, as vice-president, E.
P. Bisher, Ch. E. major from
Kingston, Pa., as secretary, and
H. B. Coyle, T. E. major from
Gaffney, as treasurer. J. A. BarThree former WAVES, all now
in the U. S. Naval Reserve, have
been made honorary admirals in
the Nebraska Navy, according to
a letter from one of them received by a Navy publication.
Almost half of all Nevy officers on active duty have risen
from enlisted service, Bureau of
Naval Personnel statistics show.

ker, M. E. major from Allendale,
was elected ipublications director, and W. A. Wood, A & S major from GreenW0od, G. M. Moisson, Teh. major from Greenville,
and P. J. Province, Ch. E. major
from Chattanooga, Tenn., were
elected to serve on the program
committee.
The Square and Compass was
organized last year by Clemson
students who are Masons. The
club was reorganized at its last
Monday night meeting. The purpose of the club is to promote
better understanding among
Clemson student Masons. All
student Master Masons are invited to attend the meetings every
other Monday night.
Last Christmas the club sent
gifts to the children at the Shriner's Hospital in Greenville.

BODIFORD'S CLEANERS
Clemson, S. C.

CHESTERFIELD'S
Chosen fops from over
150 Colleges by a Jury of
Famous Beauty Experts

JOHN ROBERT POWERS
ED SULLIVAN • TINA LESER
in Sammy Kaye's
American Co-ed Contest

The Bureau of Naval Personnel has directed commanding officers of Navy units on overseas
stations to encourage eligible
personnel to take leave in foreign
countries whenever possible.

oJftjUL V,6tte^ ABC GIRL of Louisiana State say
"I smoke Chesterfields because they are a
better-tasting cigarette and, as so many of my
friends say, they're MILDER.9

Tigers Visit

YMCA
CAFETERIA

MORE COLLEGE STUDENTS SMOKE CjmERFJELDS
than any other Cigarette... Bf LHESI MHIOKAISIIRVEY

where good food is
served
Our bakery is now
open for your

U. S. ARMY AND U. S. AIR FORCE

birthday cakes

RECRUITING SERVICE

and pastry
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